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TECHNICAL NOTE: NO. 1676 

S-NIC RING MRFCILS 

By Harold Mire18 

An approximate linearized solution is presented for the wave 
drag 8nd lift of an airfoil generated by rotating a thin supersonic 
profile about an axis parallel, or nearly parallel, to its chord. 
The aerodyaamic coefficients are obtained from a surface distribu- 
tion of sources, of strengths proportional to the local airfoil 
slopes, about a cylinder whose radius and chord equal those of the 
original ring airfoil. This source distribution satisfies the 
boundary conditions when the part of the wing within the forward 
Mxh oone from a point on the wing surface departs only slightly 
froma plane. The solution is therefore accurate for ring airfoils 
having chords that are -11 in comparison to the radius of rotation. 

The lift coefficient of thin supersonic ring airfoils, based 
on the aMoil-surface area, ia one-half the Ackeret value for a 
two-dimensional wing of infinite span. The drag coefficient is 
equal to the sum of the Ackeret value for the given profile (with 
the ring airfoil at zero angle of attack) and the induced drag 
coefficient. These coefficients are probably within 5 percent af' 
the correct linearized values for ring airfoils whose chord-radius 
parameter (chord divided by the product of the radius and the 
cotangent of the Mach angle) is within the range from 0 to 0.20. 

INT!ROD7XTION 

The linearized solution for the aerodynamic coefficients of a 
thin supersonic airfoil whose chord elements form a flat surface i8 
currently in an advanced stage. Conical superposition ha8 been 
extensively Used to determine performance when the plan form is 
bounded by etraight-line segments. Surface source di8tribUtiOn8 
have been used to develop analytical an3 numerical methods of solu- 
tion (references 1 and 2) for an arbitrarily shaped plan-form 
boundary. However, airfoil8 whose chord surfaoe is not flat have 
been comparatively neglected. 
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Wave drrrg and lift are evaluated herein for the supers&o 
ring airfoil generated by rotat- a thin sharp-edged Profile 
seotion about an axis parallel, or nearly parallel, to its ohord. 
The chord-rerdius ratio of the ring airfoil is assumed to be small. 
Aeurfaoe 6ouroe distribution,ss originally~Poeed inrefer- 
80108 3 for eeeentlally flat &irP~il~, IB used EM the -BIB for the 
W-b. t!!hCt limit- ChOZ'd-tiUB Z'EktiOB for Which this BOurO8 
distribution gives 8 v&kl.d linearized BOlUtiOn 83% estimated by 
camparing the results for the external surfaoe of the ring airfoil 
to those obtained by the nawrioalmethodof referenoe 4. The 
rIngairfoil insubsonlcflightie consideredlnreference 5. 

The investigation, conduoted st the RICA Cleveland labox%&ory, 
wan oumpleted during December, 1947. 

Thefollawlug egmbolsare u0edinthierePort: 

&F&g aoeffiolentbaeedonuing suxfaue, 
($2G.%) 

skin-friotlon drsg &fiolent based on wing-au&a08 area, 
friotlon draR ( $m%am ) 

uft ooaffloient baB& on wing-euxeaoe area, 

PX'~SBUHJ OOeffiOie&, ~reeeure 
> 

w113g ohord 

lift 

fX'e0-BtZ'MUIl &USh number 

loaaleouroe strengthperlmitarea 

mean mdius cxf airfoil 

(pL2*) 
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surface of ring airfoil 

Surfs08 Cit ring SirpO11 
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The ~zedeq~tlopforthepe~urbstiaa-velocitypot~tisl 
a9 an irrotatiansl, oompresslble fluid is givenby 

(1) 

A g-1 solution of equation (1) oan be obtalned from a eurfaoe 
dl&ribtiionaF BOU'CWS. The potential at a poine in the flow field 
ie the sum 09 the cmntributions of the elemental aouroea In the 
forward Mmh ~048 frcun that goiat. Z' the souroe eutfaoe Is in the 
x,y plane, the potential&t a point In the x,y plane le glvem by 

(2) 

where q ie the fun&ion deU?Uing the source-etmmgth distribution. 
The ooordinate systean and the Untits a9 integration are lllustmtsd 
infigure l(a). 

The Muoed normal perturbation velooity at a point on, or an 
iIXtiniteBime1 diBt8XlOe flW, 8 @ZU&¶ Oopta~ BOUTOBB i8 BiD@J 
a fun&i- of the looal aouroa strength and equals qx. (See 
rsference 3.) Thus, If a plsmar distribution 09 souroes is to 
represent the flow about the top or bottom aud’aoe of a thin euper- 
fa0niC 8irfOil WhOBe 0h0rd BUZTl?&Oe IB flat, the bouzldary OCUIdifiOIIB 
are satisfiedby setting 

(3) 
. 

where A =w/b iethe looalslops ofthewing au&aoe inthefree- 
et- direotion. If the sources are assumed to be in the x,y plane, 
the equatlan for the velooity potentialbeocmss 
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The followjng sign oomentlon for A will be used: When the &aoe 
normal pmjeoting into the atrem hae a oomponent in the positive 
x direotian, the slope is cons$ered negative; when the au;rfsoe 
Ilomal haB a rxmpownt in the negative x dlreotion, the elope is ocm- 
aidered positive. $or a flat plate at angle of attaok a, the slopes 
for the upper and lower su&aoes ars oowtant and have the valuee 
h= -a and. h= cc, respectively. 

The potentialflowabout a thin-ring aixfoiloanbe foundfrom 
8 source diatribution about a oiroular oylidlsr whose aria is par- 
allel to the free-streeun direction and whose radius and ohord equal 
those Crp the originrsl airfoil; however, the fun&ion defining the 
aouroe-strength distribution remains to be,determined. BL the 
IlimitIng oaae of a thin-ring airfoil having a amall ohord-radius 
ratio, the wing section in the for_wacrd Mach cone from a point on the 
wing depart&! anlyBlight~fKanap&ule. brramthepmviOUe diB- 
ouaaion a source distribution defined by the local wing slope 

ATJfi adequately satiafies the boundary oonditiona This rep- 
kientation is direotly analogous to the solution of & essentially 
flat wing inthatallowanoe iamdeforvariations of wing slope, 
but the departure of the wing sudaoe f'rom a plane la oonsidered 
negligible. The velocity potential for pointa on a ring airfoil of 
small chord, ~QII?~BB~~ in oylindrical ooordimtea, is then 

(5) 

where i&, 
tion (4). 

WE;, and 8F have replaoed dq, q, and y of equa- 
The ooordinate systsm is illustrated in figure l(b). 

The normal perturbation velooity at a point cm a three- 
dimensions1 some auxfaae is not a simple fun&ion of the lo-1 
source strength. Equation (3), and oonaequently equation (5), 
therefore do not aatlafythe boundary ooxxlitions when the ohorb- 
radius ratio of a ring airfoil ie suffioiently large that the 
deviation from a plane of the chord surface in the forward Mach 
oone is no lcmger negligible. 

A oyl&rioal-ring airfoil is a ring airfoil of zero profile 
thiOkmBS, oaraber, and flare (~0 = 0). The velooity potential 

. 
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UP auoh an airPoilmay be found if the function defa A at all 
points is knom. For smallanglea af attack and a small ohord, 
this funotionirs ahownin appendix Atobe 

A, m - U Bill 0 

Ai =asin w 

The ezpesaion for the velooity potential 

(6) 

@a) 

&the extemalsur9aoe 
af a c~yliMrioal-ring airfoil results frcm the aubatitution of 
equation (6) into equatia (5): 

(7) 

It is desimbleto solve equation (7) direotly for be/&C. In 
appandir B, t'hiB BO~UtiOn BhOWB t&Ed 

z&~y[,-q$+q-..JL. .] (6) 

The pressure ooaffioient for a point on the external aurfaoe, baeed 
o.uthel~zedBezmnu3li equation,18 then 
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The pressure coefficient for the internal awfaoe is the negative 
of that for the external surface. 

The lift and dreLg ooefficients, referred to the airfoil-surface 
area, may be obtained from the respective summations of the effeo- 
tive ltit and drag foroes acting on eaoh element of area: 

CL = 

2L" h[i [($,I - cp,e) sin e] Fde 

2 J 
C 25 

dx I 2 Fde 

0 -- z 

C 
2 J i dx si 

0 2 
(($,I Ai + cp,e A,) Fde 

2 CD = 

2 J 
C 

dx Fde 
0 

i 5 
x 

2 

The results for the lift and drrrg ooeffioients BhoW that‘ 

CL+ 1-L 
[ 

12($+a($-*** 1 
and 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

The series in equations (9), (12), and (13) oonverge very 
mpidly for values of &Z) and c/(PF) that are auffiaiently small 
to Justify the use of a source distribution defined by the looal 
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wing SlOp8B. No appreciable error will be introduced by assuming 
these series to equal 1. The pressure coefficient then beoomes 
simply the Ackeret value oorresponding to the local slope: 

%,e 
= f (-u sin e) (14) 

Thie result indioates that the a-se variation & slope in the 
forward Mwh oone, due to ohord-aurfaoe ourvature, may be neglected 
when caloulating the preesum coeffioient at points on an airfoil 
by means of a source distribution defined by q = XT/x. Therefore 
equation (14) could have been obtained directly from equaticxt (7) 
by usa the mean value sin 8 instead & sin CO. 

Similarly, the lift and drag coefficients become 

2u2 
cD = P (16) 

Both coeffioients are one-half the Ackeret values for a flat-plate 
airfoil of infinite apan. 

In the general case, a ring-airfoil profile seotion has camber 
and thickness and it8 ohord makes a finite angle with the axis of 
the airfoil. The local airfoil slopes are then given by the 
expressions 

A e = 0, - (C$ + U Sin 6) (17) 

hi-Oi+ (ag+asine) (174 

For 8 small chord, the pressure coefficient hae been shown to equal 
approximately the Aokeret value corresponding to the local slope, 

cp,i -;[$I + t&o +a-e)] 0-1 
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The lift ooeff'ioient obtained by BUbBtitUting these pressure 
coefficients in equation (10) equals that of the oylindrical-ring 
aizfoil. Thus the lift ooeffioient c& a ring airfoil is independent 
of its profile slope. 

The drag coeffioient is 

The first term of equation (19) defines the induced drag due to 
lift and is one-half the Aokeret value for induoed drag ooefflclent. 
The last two terms represent the dmg of the ring airfoil at zero 
angle of attack and equal the drag poeffiaient of an Ackeret airfoil 
(having the given profile section) at angle of attaok a~. 

A calculation can be made to illustrate the order of magnitude 
of lift-drag ratios obtainable fmm a ring-type airfoil. For 8 
symetrical diamond pmfile, no flare, and a skztn-friotion drag 
coefficient Cf, the lift-drag ratio is given by 

(20) 

For small values of t/c and Cf, the L/D performmoe a proaches 
that of BP A,ckeret airfoil. With increasing t/o, the L /g 
a~roaohes one-half the value for the correeposding Aokeret airfoil. 
Equation (20) can be maximized to give the angle of attaok at which 
(Lb)- oacur~ for a given t/c and 6Cf. ThereBult shows 

and the corresponding value of (Lb)- is 

(21) 
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(22) 

Equation (22) is plotted in figure 2. The values of airfoil lift 
coeffioient at whloh (L/D),, oocurs are oroes-plotted in thiB 
figure. &I shown by equationa (15), (21), and (22), this lift 
ooeffioient is the reolpmxal of (L/D)-. 

Little information is available on the value of friotfon drag 
ooeffioients at auperaonio speeda. The mean value Cf = 0.006 is 
sometimes used for thin superaonio airfoils. E Cf ie assumed 
independent af &&oh number, figure 2 indicates that (L/D),, 
decraaaea tith Jnoreased flight apead, but thie affeot beoUW3 
leas pronounoed with Urger values of t/o. 

Bemuse theflarewae considered zeroanda dimondpmfile 
hsB the loVeSt 
values for (L 8" 

ssible wave drag for a given thi&mMB ratio, the 
)- pI?eBWh3d in figure 2 are the bWg9Bt WdUSS 

theoretically obtainable frcm a ring-type airfoil. 

VALUES OF o/(P) FOR WRICR AERODYNAMIC 

The values of chord-radius ratio beyond which equations (15) 
' and (19) are no longer valid 089 be estimated by oomprlng the 

external liftanb&ag ooefTioientsas indicatedbythese equations 
to the values found from the numerical method of raferenoe 4, whioh 
la an exknaion ode the solution for Blender, pointed-nose bodies of 
revolution presented in referenoes 6 and 7. A line distribution of 
BOUX’O8B and doubleta iB placed along the aXiS of an Open-nOBed body 
af revolution, and the strength diBtribUtiOI3 is so adjusted that 
the fkw and oroas-flow oompcnenta of the free-stream velooity 
follow the external oontour of the body. The resulting valuee for 
externalwave drag and lift maybe wnaideredthe uorreot linesrized, 
BOhti~. The interaal flow, however, is not properly described. 

By use of the line-doublet distribution of referenoe 4, the 
13f't ooeffiolsnt for the external surface of a cylindrical-ring 
airfoil, elcpreaaed in the form j3C~~/a, v&a found to be solely a 
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function of the airfoil parameter o/(@). The relation is shown 
in figuze 3. The decrease inliftwith increase inchord indicates 
that the downstream sections 09 the cylindrical-ring airfoil have 
progressively lower external lift. Equation (ES), based on the 
surface source distribution, Jrlelds a constant value for 6CL,e/U, 
but the discrepancy between the two methods is less than 5 percent 
for values of o/(E) up to 0.20. 

Computations for the external lift and drag of finite-thickness 
ring airfoils indicate that the effect of thiCkmSS rertio on the 
discrepanoy between the two methods is small for the magnitudes of 
thiClaE+SS ratio permitted by the linearized theory. These discrep- 
ancies depend primarily on the value of o/(65). This result ie to 
be eaected,as ohord-plane curvature, and not thiolmzess ratio, Is 
the source of the difference. E the discrepancy for the internal 
au&ace is assumed to be of the same order as that for the exterpsl 
surfaoe, the generalization may be made that the coefficients 
expressed in equations (15) and (19) are correot to within 5 per- 
cent for values cf o/(65) up to 0.20. The degreeof errormaybe 
esttited by the plot of figure 3. 

mudMARY OF RESULTS 

An approximate linearized solution for the aerodynsmio coef- 
ficients of ring airfoils having small ohord-radius ratios indicates 
that the lift coeffioient, based on the wing-surface area, is inde- 
pendent of the profile shape and equals one-half the Ackeret value 
for a two-dimensional wing of infinite span. The drag ooeff ioient 
equal8 the Ackeret value for the given profile (with the rLng air- 
foil at zero angle of attack) plus the induced drag coefficient. 
These coafficients are probably within 5 percent of the correct 
linearized solution for values of chord-radius ratio from 0 to 0.20. 

Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Cananittee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, Ohio, April 30, 1948. 
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APPENDIXA 

FUNCTION IItmmNG mcti SLOPE9 ON CYLINDRICAL RING AIRFOIL 

A oylindrioal ring airf'oil of small ohord and at a small angle 
C&' attack iB 888LUWd., 

for which 

Av vertioal displ.aoement between correeponding pointe on lea&q 
andtrailing edges 

Ar zdialdiatance between oormspondirtg points on leading and 
trailing edges 

Then 

Av=asInu 

Ar -Avain o 

=cainasinCU 

. 

But 
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Inaezuuoh as at is mall 

A =asinw 

and with the proper sign convention 

At3 = -u sin 0 

aha 
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APPENDIXB 

. 

SOIUCIONFCXR 2 FROMVIEDCITY-BIALE&uATION 

From equation (7) 

Because ein 0 is independent of t, the order cd' Integration 
of equation (Bl) oan be reversed and the equation integrated with 
respect to t. The resulting erpresslon for Cpe can then be dif'- 
ferentlated with respect to x to yield a line integral equation 
for aQ/ax. Reference 1 chows that the result is equivalent to a 
line integration along the leading edge g=O of the airfoil. 

Therefore, 

Integratin@;byparte gives 

(B2) 

. 
i4 
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Let 

e -W =Z 
xl@=) 

Then 

J e+x/(E) COB w sin-l ,w a.0 P - + [ 1 I r Pr e-x/b=) 

I.5 

-1 
X =-- 

J ( ml 
ws 8 ~08 25 

BF 
+ sin 8 sin g 

> 
~ti-1 2dz 

And by sine and cosine series expansions 

--sine~-l[($-~($+. . .] sin-lzdz PF 
But 

s -1 
zn sin-l zdz = 0 

1 

for n equal to a positive even integer or zero, and 

. 
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-1 
Zn Sid ZdZ n 

-n+l 

for n equal to a positive odd Integer. Tberefore 

5X3X1 
6x4x2-"' 1 

Substituting equation (B6) in equation (B3) gives * 

5X3X1 
6x4x2+"' Ii 

dpe[l-(~)"x~+(~~x&-. . .] 
037) 
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(a) Sourae distribution in x,y plane. 

(b) Source distribution about circular cylinder 
(first quadrant shown). 

Figure 1. - Coordlnate systems and limit8 of integration 
for surface source distributions. 

. 

. 
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2O .02 .04 .06 
Ring-airfoil thichess ratio, t/c 

Figure 2. - Maximum lift-drag ratios obtainable from ring 
airfoil having symmetrical diamond profile and no flare. 
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. 

Chord-radius ratio, c/(p5) 

Figure 3. - External lift aoefficienta of cylhd~ical-ring 
airfoil8 as indicated by line-doublet diatrlbutlon of 
reference 4 and by surface source distribution. 


